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A B S T R A C T 

We compare the L-GALAXIES semi-analytic model to deep observational data from the UKIDSS Ultra Deep Surv e y (UDS) across 
the redshift range 0.5 < z < 3. We find that the o v erabundance of lo w-mass, passi ve galaxies at high redshifts in the model can 

be attributed solely to the properties of ‘orphan’ galaxies, i.e. satellite galaxies where the simulation has lost track of the host 
dark matter sub-halo. We implement a simple model that boosts the star formation rates in orphan galaxies by matching them to 

non-orphaned satellite galaxies at a similar evolutionary stage. This straightforward change largely addresses the discrepancy in 

the low-mass passive fraction across all redshifts. We find that the orphan problem is somewhat alleviated by higher resolution 

simulations, but the preservation of a larger gas reservoir in orphans is still required to produce a better fit to the observed space 
density of low-mass passive galaxies. Our findings are also robust to the precise definition of the passive galaxy population. In 

general, considering the v astly dif ferent prescriptions used for orphans in semi-analytic models, we recommend that they are 
analysed separately from the resolved satellite galaxy population, particularly with JWST observations reigniting interest in the 
low-mass regime in which they dominate. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ur view of galaxy formation has evolved rapidly in recent decades, 
riven largely by deep observational surv e ys, which allow us to
tudy large numbers of galaxies at different slices through cosmic 
istory. To gain a deeper understanding of the underlying physics, 
t is also vital to compare our models of galaxy formation with
hese observations. A key test is to reproduce the galaxy stellar mass
unction (SMF) and its evolution. When the SMFs between theory 
nd observations agree o v er a wide range in redshift and stellar mass
t provides a level of confidence that our understanding is likely to be
roadly correct. In contrast, if we cannot explain the evolution of the
MF it may indicate a misunderstanding of the underlying physical 
rocesses. Further splitting SMFs by redshift, star formation rate 
SFR), environment, galaxy class, etc., can help to diagnose likely 
roblems or missing ingredients in our models (Henriques et al. 2015 ;
roton et al. 2016 ; Cattaneo et al. 2017 ; Cora et al. 2018 ; Lagos et al.
023 ). Large numbers of galaxies are required in order to directly
ompare the SMFs between observations and models accurately o v er 
 range of different parameters, and large volumes of the Universe 
hould be modelled to o v ercome the influence of cosmic variance
Somerville et al. 2004 ). Until recently, the difficulty in obtaining 
 statistically significant sample of both simulated and observed 
alaxies across a range of environments and redshifts has pro v en to
e prohibitive, preventing such direct comparisons. 
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Wide-field deep near-infrared surv e ys pro vide a powerful method
or probing high-redshift ( z > 1) galaxy populations. Deep near-
nfrared studies are vital for probing rest-frame optical light at high
edshift, and to ensure that we are not biased against old or dusty
alaxies (Cimatti et al. 2004 ). In addition to infrared depth, a wide
eld is also required to accurately determine the space density of
are massive galaxies, and to study galaxy clustering and large-scale 
tructure (e.g. Hartley et al. 2013 ). In particular, surv e ys such as the
KIDSS (UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey) Ultra Deep Survey 

UDS) and UltraVISTA can probe the SMFs of typical (sub-L ∗)
alaxy populations to redshifts of around z = 3 (e.g. Muzzin et al.
013 ; Taylor et al. 2023 ).Such surv e ys are ideal for studying galaxy
volution around ‘cosmic noon’ ( z = 1 − 3), at the peak epoch of
oth star formation and quenching (e.g. Ilbert et al. 2013 ; F ̈orster
chreiber & Wuyts 2020 ). Comparisons between observations and 
odels of galaxy evolution at these epochs are therefore ideal for

esting our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution. 
Semi-analytical models (SAMs) provide a potent method for 

omparing galaxy populations directly to observations (White & 

renk 1991 ; Springel, Yoshida & White 2001a ; Baugh 2006 ;
omerville & Dav ́e 2015 ). By opting to replace the full hydrody-
amical prescriptions typically used to model a galaxy with simple 
nalytical counterparts, and exploiting the massive computational 
peed gains achieved by doing so, SAMs can simulate substantial 
olumes and produce large catalogues of galaxies. These catalogues 
an be tuned to produce similar populations of galaxies to those
bserved in deep wide-field surveys such as the UDS, and thus can
e directly compared against them on observables not included in 
he tuning process. Direct tracers of the underlying evolution of the
is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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alaxy population, such as the SMF, can then be used to test our
ontemporary understanding of galaxy evolution. 

While it has been shown that SAMs reconstruct a range of local
alaxy properties with a reasonable degree of accuracy, historically
he y hav e found it harder to simultaneously tune to observations at
igher redshifts (Fontanot et al. 2009 ; Weinmann et al. 2012 ; Knebe
t al. 2015 ; Asquith et al. 2018 ). This difficulty is exacerbated as ob-
ervational surv e ys probe to lower masses and even higher redshifts.
ncreasingly observations point to a so-called ‘antihierarchical’ form
f growth, otherwise known as ‘mass assembly downsizing’, where
igh-mass galaxies formed rapidly in the early Universe, with low-
ass galaxies forming at late times (Cimatti, Daddi & Renzini 2006 ;
ee & Yi 2013 ). Many SAMs, such as L-GALAXIES have been tuned

o reproduce the o v erall SMF across the redshift range 0.5 < z < 3.0.
o we ver, one particular tension between SAMs and observations still
 xists: SAMs o v erproduce the number of passiv e low-mass galaxies,
ith the o v erproduction becoming worse at higher redshifts (Asquith

t al. 2018 ; Donnari et al. 2021 ). Previous works such as Donnari
t al. ( 2021 ) have shown that while some differences in the passive
raction can be attributed to the selection method used, this mainly
lters the fraction at stellar masses abo v e 10 10.5 M �. Ov erall, it has
ecome clear that SAMs o v erproduce the space density of low-mass
assive galaxies by a factor of ∼3 at low redshift, rising to up to
 v er an order-of-magnitude more than is observed at high redshifts
Asquith et al. 2018 ). In this letter, we identify a significant sub-set
f galaxies, orphan galaxies, that are causing this tension. 
SAMs are built on top of an underlying N -body simulation within

hich collapsed structures are identified using a halo finder and
onnected from one output to the next using a tree builder (Springel
t al. 2001b ; Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy 2013 ; Srisawat et al.
013 ). In isolation the evolution and growth of dark matter haloes is
elatively straightforward to follow. However, when haloes merge the
ensity field can become difficult to disentangle. In particular, sub-
aloes orbiting within a larger host dark matter halo can become lost
nd/or disrupted. Baryonic objects, where gas has cooled, collapsed,
nd formed stars at the centre of these haloes can survive this
rocess. Within SAMs, this process produces so-called orphan (type-
I) galaxies (Hopkins et al. 2010 ). These are satellite galaxies where
he underlying simulation has lost track of the host dark matter halo,
ither due its tidal disruption or simply falling below the resolution
imit of the simulation. The treatment of orphan galaxies varies across
ifferent SAMs, and has been a topic of historical disagreement:
ome SAMs simply remo v e orphan galaxies completely, stating this
mpro v es the fit to the observational data used to tune the model
Croton et al. 2016 ). A more common approach involves stripping
way the gas supply to the galaxy and implementing a merger time-
cale between the central galaxy and the orphan (Springel et al.
001a ; Guo et al. 2011 ). This concept is physically moti v ated by
he idea that without a dark matter halo the potential well of the
alaxy is too shallow to retain gas against external forces such
s ram pressure stripping, which act on a short dynamical time-
cale (McCarthy et al. 2008 ). Older models such as De Lucia &
laizot ( 2007 ) typically stripped all satellite galaxies (both orphans
nd resolved satellites) instantly. This idea has been revised in
orks such as Guo et al. ( 2011 ), where satellites strip slower and

nstantaneous stripping only applies to the hot gas that remains once
 galaxy becomes an orphan. As this quenching happens rapidly
hese galaxies quickly become identified as quiescent. In the local
niverse this model appears to work well down to moderate masses,
specially when compounded with the fact that it is difficult to
eparate orphans and satellites observ ationally. As observ ations have
robed deeper and mass functions become complete to lower stellar
NRASL 532, L61–L66 (2024) 
asses the tension between the observed passive galaxy counts
nd the models has increased (Asquith et al. 2018 ; Donnari et al.
021 ). Some attempts to circumnavigate the orphan problem utilize
he ‘e xcellent conv ergence’ in numerous metrics between the two

illennium simulations shown in works such as Boylan-Kolchin
t al. ( 2009 ), employing a hybrid of two separate dark matter
imulations. This solution was first attempted in Guo et al. ( 2011 ),
hich used Millennium-I for high and intermediate-mass galaxies,

ombined with a run on Millennium-II for lower mass galaxies. These
esults show impro v ements to the lower mass passive fraction at the
ost of increased runtime due to the use of merger trees from two
osmological simulations. Additionally, such models fail to directly
ddress the underlying problem highlighted in this letter: the way
rphans are currently modelled in SAMs is imprecise and there
s a lack of consistency between the physics applied to orphans
nd resolved satellites. SAMs such as GAEA (GAlaxy Evolution
nd Assembly) have attempted to address the low-mass passive
opulation by slowing the quenching in satellites in works such as
ie et al. ( 2020 ), but still fail to rectify the issue (see De Lucia et al.
024 fig. 11). Luo et al. ( 2016 ) implemented a resolution independent
reatment of orphans and satellites in an older version of L-GALAXIES ,
nding an underabundance of quenched central galaxies in the model
in addition to an o v erabundance of quenched satellites), indicating
hat issues with quenching are not solely of environmental origin.
o we ver, adjustments made by Luo et al. ( 2016 ) were performed
n the 2013 version of L-GALAXIES , which lacked the significant
lterations to gas reincorporation and active galactic nucleus (AGN)
eedback that the 2015 model provides, which aimed to address
any of the discrepancies with central galaxies and how they quench

Henriques et al. 2015 ). 
In this letter, we apply L-GALAXIES through a light-cone designed

o mimic the properties of galaxies observed in the UKIDSS UDS,
hich is the deepest near-infrared ( K -band selected) surv e y to date
 v er such a large area of sky. By separating galaxies into star-forming
nd passive sub-sets, we find that many of the discrepancies can be
ttributed to the treatment of the orphan population in the models.
e also show that by retroactively adjusting the properties of the

rphan galaxies to follow a more gradual quenching prescription,
he agreement between the model and surv e y dramatically impro v es,
ith a 4-fold reduction of the passive SMF χ2 values when compared
ith no adjustment. We show this result remains true when increasing

he resolution of the underlying dark matter simulation, and when
pplying different standard cuts to define the passive fraction,
ncluding: specific SFR, UVJ cuts, and an L-GALAXIES specific
ut. We argue that while L-GALAXIES is an excellent model for
he luminosity evolution of the whole galaxy population it can be
ignificantly impro v ed for the passiv e population if the quenching
f these galaxies is somewhat altered. We suggest that such a model
hould be implemented self-consistently into L-GALAXIES . 

Section 2 co v ers the usage of a catalogue derived from the 11th data
elease from the UKIDSS UDS, and how the standard output of L-
ALAXIES was processed in order to closely match the observational
roperties of this surv e y. Section 3 co v ers the direct comparison of
alaxy SMFs as a result of this processing, highlighting the initial
 v erabundance of low-mass passives, followed by implementation
nd comparison of the toy model. Section 4 discusses the conclusions
e derive from applying this toy model, and possible routes for more
ermanent alterations to L-GALAXIES . This letter assumes a flat �
old dark matter cosmology of h = 0 . 7 , �m 

= 0 . 3 , �� 

= 0 . 7; the
tandard cosmology of L-GALAXIES ( h = 0 . 673 , �m 

= 0 . 315 , �� 

=
 . 685) has been scaled in the figures shown to match this
osmology. 
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 T H E  DATA  

.1 Obser v ational data 

or comparison to observations, we use a catalogue derived from 

he 11th data release of the UKIDSS UDS (Lawrence et al. 2007 ).
omplete details of the 11th data release catalogue and photometric 

edshifts will be presented in Almaini et al. (in prep). The UDS co v ers
.77 deg 2 , reaching near-infrared depths of J = 25.6, H = 25.1, and
 = 25.3. Additional imaging of the UDS in various wavebands has
een performed using several instruments (all magnitudes given in 
B, 5 σ S/N o v er 2 arcsec diameter): Subaru Suprime-CAM ( B =
7.6, V = 27.2, R = 27.0, and z’ = 26.0; Furusawa et al. 2008 );
FHT MegaCam ( u ′ = 26.75); VISTA ( Y = 24.5; Jarvis et al. 2013 );
pitzer IRAC from SpUDS (PI: Dunlop) at 3.6 and 4.5 μm, reaching
agnitudes of 24.2 and 24.0, respectively, supplemented by deeper 

maging from SEDS (Ashby et al. 2013 ).The full area co v ered by all
2 bands is 0.63 deg 2 , after the masking of artefacts and bright stars.
Photometric redshifts were calculated following the method of 

impson et al. ( 2013 ), using the EAZY code (Brammer, Dokkum &
oppi 2008 ), as described in Taylor et al. ( 2023 ). The approach is
ased on the default EAZY set-up, with 12 Flexible Stellar Population 
ynthesis (FSPS) SED components (Conroy & Gunn 2010 ), aug- 
ented by three simple stellar population (SSP) templates. These 

dditional SSP templates, with ages of 20, 50, and 150 Myr, use a
habrier IMF and sub-solar metallicity (0.2 solar) to represent recent 
ursts of star formation alongside the continuous star formation 
istories in the FSPS templates. Photometric redshifts were cali- 
rated using approximately 8000 sources with secure spectroscopic 
edshifts, yielding a mean absolute dispersion of σ NMAD = 0.019 
nd an outlier fraction of ∼3 per cent, where outliers are defined
hen | � z | /(1 + z) > 0.15. Further details of the photometric redshift
etermination can be obtained from Taylor et al. ( 2023 ). 
Stellar masses for both the UDS and the mock light-cone were 

alculated using the Bayesian analysis technique described in Wild 
t al. ( 2016 ), based on a Principle Component Analysis (PCA). A
ibrary of around 44 000 stochastic burst model SEDs was built 
rom (Bruzual & Charlot 2003 ) stellar population synthesis models, 
ccounting for a wide range metallicity, dust content, and star 
ormation histories. When fitting to the model SEDs, this principal 
omponent analysis finds only three distinct eigenvectors are needed 
o reproduce o v er 99.7 per cent of the observed variance, with the
hree respective eigenvalues (‘supercolours’; SC) being known as 
C1, SC2, and SC3. Each of these SCs can be mapped to physical
roperties of the observed galaxies: SC1 correlates with the R -
and weighted mean stellar age of a galaxy and with dust content;
C2 correlates with the fraction of stars formed in the last Gyr,
nd helps to break the de generac y between dust and age; and
C3 helps to break the de generac y between the fraction of stellar
ass formed and metallicity seen in SC2. Galaxies are classified 

sing their position in SC space to separate star-forming, dusty, and 
assive galaxies, in addition to rarer classes such as post-starburst 
alaxies. This technique has been verified spectroscopically (e.g. 
ee Maltby et al. 2016 ; Wilkinson et al. 2021 ), finding very low
ates of contamination of star-forming galaxies in the passive class. 
he resulting separation of passive and star-forming galaxies is also 

n very good agreement with the UVJ rest-frame technique (Wuyts 
t al. 2007 ), as demonstrated in Wild et al. ( 2014 ) and Almaini
t al. ( 2017 ). The influence of the precise selection method will
e discussed further in Section 4 . We estimate stellar mass errors
re typically ±0.1 dex (see Almaini et al. 2017 ). The same PCA
echnique is used to classify galaxies and determine stellar masses 
or the simulated galaxies within the light-cone (see below). 
o

Stellar mass completeness limits at a given redshift are calculated 
sing the method described in Pozzetti et al. ( 2010 ) using a 95 per cent
ompleteness limit. We impose an additional minimum stellar mass 
imit of log (M ∗/ M �) = 9 . 5 to both the UDS and the mock galaxies, 
eflecting the minimum mass resolution of L-GALAXIES when run on 
he Millennium simulation (Henriques et al. 2015 ). 

.2 Simulated data 

he model used to compare to observations was obtained using the
015 version of the Munich Galaxy Formation Model known as 
-GALAXIES , described in Henriques et al. ( 2015 ). The underlying
M simulation used is the Millennium simulation (Springel et al. 
005 ), with the cosmology retroactivly re-scaled to the standard 
DS cosmology of h = 0 . 7 , �m 

= 0 . 3 , �� 

= 0 . 7. While this re-
caling does not fully account for adjustments detailed in Angulo &

hite ( 2010 ), we argue any changes to our conclusions as a result of
his will be negligible. We use standard input parameters described in
enriques et al. ( 2015 ) and originally constrained via a Markov chain
onte Carlo approach. Additional dust attenuation was included 

ia the prescription described by Charlot & Fall ( 2000 ). On top of
he L-GALAXIES output we construct a light-cone. This light-cone is 
esigned to co v er a field of view of 1 de g 2 o v er a redshift range of 0.5
 z < 3.0. This closely matches the field of view of the UDS surv e y.
alaxies along the light-cone were then selected by sampling their 
ata from the simulation snapshot that best matched the redshift 
t which they are being sampled. To prevent galaxies from being
etected multiple times, the progenitor and descendants of a galaxy 
re marked in order to ensure they are not re-used in the construction
f the light-cone. A scatter of 0.08(1 + z ) was applied to the stellar
ass values before processing, derived from Conroy, White & Gunn 

 2009 ), to represent the systematic uncertainty in observational stellar 
ass determination. An additional scatter of 0.0189(1 + z ) is applied

o the redshift values of the catalogue, reflecting the estimated 
ncertainty derived by comparing spectroscopic and photometric 
edshift values for sources within the UDS (Wilkinson et al. 2021 ). 

Galaxy SEDs were generated in a similar way to our observational
ample, by matching each galaxy to a library of around 44 000
tochastic burst model SEDs built from (Bruzual & Charlot 2003 )
tellar population synthesis models, accounting for a wide range of 
etallicities, dust content, and star formation histories. Each galaxy 
ED is then convolved with the 13 UDS filters at various redshifts,
tepping by �z = 0.1 through a redshift range of 0.5 < z < 3.0,
iving expected flux values for the mock galaxy as if it was observed
t each of the various redshifts. Using the 13 flux values generated
or each mock galaxy, the light-cone is then run through the same
rincipal component analysis described abo v e. 
Once the SC values have been generated, stellar masses and SFRs

an be calculated for the galaxy using the technique outlined in Wild
t al. ( 2016 ). All properties then calculated are obtained in precisely
he same way as the real catalogue. We find our constructed light-
one to be in strong agreement with typical L-GALAXIES output and
roduction tests. 

 C O M PA R I S O N  O F  G A L A X Y  MASS  

U N C T I O N S  

e compare the galaxy SMFs produced by the mock light-cone and
he UDS across the redshift range 0.5 < z < 3.0 in Fig. 1 . Galaxies
re split into star-forming and quiescent bins via a supercolour cut
efined by Wild et al. ( 2014 ) and further refined in Wilkinson et al.
 2021 ). The SMF for the mock is generated both with and without
rphans included. Excluding the orphans from the star-forming SMF 
MNRASL 532, L61–L66 (2024) 
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M

Figure 1. The mass functions of star-forming (blue, upper lines) and passi ve (red, lo wer lines) galaxies in three redshift ranges. The observational data from 

the UDS are shown by the solid dots. Three variants of the L-GALAXIES model output are shown: unadjusted (solid lines), orphans remo v ed (dashed lines), and 
our toy model with modified orphans (black, dot–dashed lines). The vertical line denotes the 95 per cent completeness limit, determined using the method of 
Pozzetti et al. ( 2010 ). The bottom row shows the difference between the models and the UDS mass functions. 
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blue lines) makes no appreciable difference across all redshifts,
hile the quiescent SMF (red lines) loses the large tail of low-mass
alaxies seen in both upper panels. While removing the orphans
hows an impro v ement in the o v erall shape of the quiescent SMF,
he density of low-mass passive galaxies drops by as much as an
rder of magnitude below that seen in the UDS. This drop is mostly
ue to the fact that orphans make up at least 35 per cent of the
otal quiescent population produced by L-GALAXIES . We explore the
ffects of various changes in selection method, the DM model used,
nd the version of L-GALAXIES used in Section 4 . 

While removing orphans improves the general shape of the SMF,
he loss of around a third of the quiescent population itself produces
roblems: the low-mass passive population is now under- rather than
 v er-represented. While this underproduction could be addressed by
e-calibrating L-GALAXIES , we argue that simply removing orphan
alaxies without a physical mechanism is likely to be problematic. 

.1 Feeding orphans 

n an attempt to address this point, we implement a toy model
hat aims to rectify the issues presented abo v e without requiring
ew modules and re-calibration of L-GALAXIES . Our model aims
o substitute orphan galaxies with higher SFR and higher mass
atellite galaxies which have otherwise comparable properties. This
s moti v ated by the idea that while the growth of the disc region
f a galaxy closely follows the growth of the host halo (and thus
s interrupted when this halo is no longer present in an orphan) the
entral regions of the galaxy present a deep enough potential well
o retain some of the gas reservoirs that are currently considered
tripped. This allows star formation to continue for longer as the
ould-be orphan falls into the central cluster. This model has some
bserv ational moti v ation, e.g. Cortese, Catinella & Smith ( 2021 )
iscuss that stripping is not sufficient to completely remo v e cold gas
iscs in cluster galaxies abo v e masses of M ∗ > 10 8 M �, allowing star
ormation to continue centrally for several Gyr. Bamford, Milvang-
ensen & Arag ́on-Salamanca ( 2007 ) found star formation is more
entral in satellite galaxies compared to their field counterparts, with
einmann et al. ( 2009 ) finding little evidence for rapid quenching

ffecting satellites, preferring a gradual quenching path created by
NRASL 532, L61–L66 (2024) 
tarvation. Kawinwanichakij et al. ( 2017 ) find a ‘lack of significant
nvironmental quenching of low-mass galaxies at z > 1’, supporting a
odel where gas is depleted through o v erconsumption and outflows

s opposed to environmental effects, but note that effects such as
isc fading are needed to explain the transition from star-forming
o quiescent. Woo et al. ( 2017 ) also note a consistent increase in
he surface density of satellites as they transition through the green
alley, suggesting either an enhancement of star formation in the
entral regions or quenching effects in the outermost regions of a
alaxy. Allowing the continuation of star formation in the models
ill have three key effects on the o v erall galaxy population: (1) many
f the low-mass orphans will be mo v ed to the star-forming region
f the SMF, alleviating the o v erproduction of passive galaxies while
aving little impact on the star-forming SMF (since star-forming
alaxies are far more numerous); (2) once the orphans do quench,
hey do so at a higher mass, which acts to help build the ‘knee’ of
oth the star-forming and quiescent SMFs; (3) low-mass galaxies
ith low or decreasing halo mass should retain more star formation

nd grow past the typical halo mass to stellar mass relationship,
llowing slightly higher mass galaxies to exist before stripping and
eclassification as orphans takes place. 

In order to provide adjusted properties for these modified orphans,
e use the properties of satellite galaxies with equi v alent redshifts

nd supercolour values. Galaxies were binned using a k–d tree to
nsure a minimum population of equi v alent satellite galaxies in each
olour bin without sacrificing binning resolution in high-density
egions. Using standard 2D histogram bins over a range of bin
idths produces similar results. Using these bins, the L-GALAXIES

utput is modified; each orphan has a random satellite substitute
elected from within the same bin. The properties of this satellite are
hen used in place of the orphan’s when processing the light-cone.
his simplistic approach allows orphans to assume the properties of
alaxies undergoing similar expected evolutionary pathways. Using
ifferent properties to initially bin the galaxies such as U − V and
 − J rest-frame colours, has little effect on the conclusion. Further

obustness tests are presented in Section 4 . 
The result of feeding the orphans can be seen in the lower panels

f Figs 1 and 2 . We observe an improvement in the overall fit of
he passive fraction across all redshifts, while having a negligible
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Figure 2. Contours for star formation rate (SFR) for both the star-forming 
(blue, left contours) and passive (red, right contours) populations. In all four 
panels the observational data are displayed as the background shading. The 
contours are taken from the models, respectively L-GALAXIES unaltered (first 
row), and L-GALAXIES with the modified orphans (second row). Similar to the 
SMFs, the star-forming contours show very little change when adjusting for 
orphans, ho we ver the passive contours show a significant improvement in fit. 
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mpact of the star-forming SMFs. SFRs show a similar impro v ement,
atching closely with the SFRs produced by the UDS observations. 
This impro v ement of the quiescent fraction may complement re-

ent works such as those of Murphy, Yates & Mohamed ( 2022 ), who
mploy gradual tidal stripping of the cold gas supplies of satellites, 
ncluding orphans, improving the overall fit to the observations used. 
his adjustment differs from our proposal, which primarily effects the
ize of available gas reservoirs before tidal stripping takes place, but 
imilarly promotes a less violent treatment of orphan galaxies. While 
o direct comparison of the passive fraction is made in the paper, it
s likely that the low-mass passive fraction will increase under the 

urphy et al. ( 2022 ) prescription, due to an earlier onset of cold gas
tripping in satellites, exacerbating the tension. Combining such a 
odel with our prescription, where orphans have access to a larger 

uantity of gas to allow for boosted levels of star formation, may
llow the stated impro v ements while still reproducing the passive 
raction at high redshifts. 

 RO BU STNESS  TESTS  

.1 Quiescent selection 

n order to ensure that our primary conclusions are a robust feature
f the model and not an artefact of selection methods, we apply
e veral dif ferent quiescent selection techniques to the mock light-
one and the observational data. We find a similar o v erproduction due
o orphans when selecting via a standard sSFR [e.g. log (sSFR/yr −1 )
 −11], UVJ colour selection (e.g. as outlined in Wuyts et al. 2007 ;
uzzin et al. 2013 ), and the adjusted UVJ technique outlined in
enriques et al. ( 2015 ). We note that the discrepancies we find largely

gree with those found in section 5.1 of Henriques et al. ( 2015 ),
hich also notes an excess of lo w-mass passi ve galaxies at increasing

edshifts despite calibrating to the passive fraction. This problem may 
e exacerbated in our results due the increased selection accuracy of
he supercolour technique, combined with the close matching of the 
ock data to our observational data set. 
We also compared our results with observational data from the 
OSMOS/UltraVISTA deep surv e y (Wilkinson et al. 2021 ) at z < 1,
nding consistent results and the same discrepancy in the predicted 
raction of low-mass passive galaxies. 

.2 Model selection 

e also obtain similar results if SMFs are generated without using
 light-cone, and are instead produced directly from individual 
napshots with observational limits applied. The 2020 version of L- 
ALAXIES (Henriques et al. 2020 ) also shows the same problem and
ubsequent impro v ement, which is to be e xpected as the underlying
reatment of orphans did not change. 

.3 Millenium-II 

ur findings are also independent of the details of light-cone 
onstruction and the particular version of L-GALAXIES used. As 
rphans are a resolution dependent phenomenon, it is expected that 
he effect would be lessened in higher resolution simulations. We 
onfirmed this by running partial analysis on halo trees produced by
illennium-II (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009 ), which provides 5 times 

etter spatial resolution, down to a softening length of 1 kpc h −1 , and
25 times better mass resolution of 6 . 9 × 10 6 h −1 M �. We find the 
esults produced by Millennium-II show an impro v ed initial shape of
he passive galaxy SMF, but the low-mass tail was still impro v ed with
rphan galaxies remo v ed, suggesting that while orphans are indeed a
esolution dependent feature, their problematic prescriptions persist. 
ue to the precise integration of the light-cone with L-GALAXIES 

015 and the requirement for large simulation box sizes to accurately
apture the complete cosmology represented in the observations 
sed, it was not possible to run a direct light-cone comparison to
illennium-II. Instead we apply a K -band magnitude cut at 25.3,
atching the 5 σ K -band limit from data release 11 of the UDS,

o act as a basic proxy to the more sophisticated detection criteria
mposed by the light-cone. 

.4 Selection of satellite replacements 

n our simple model, we match orphans to alternative non-orphaned 
atellite galaxies with similar redshifts and PCA parameters. We 
nvestigated the impact of additional matching to (i) the distance of
he satellite galaxy from the central galaxy, (ii) the virial halo mass
efore infall, and (iii) the SFH before infall. We find no significant
hanges to the resulting mass functions. This is likely due to our focus
n quiescent galaxies which, by definition, show little change in mass
nce quenched and thus do not vary significantly in their properties
ith parameters such as distance from the central. Additionally, many 
f these parameters are partially fit simply by fitting to the PCA
arameters before infall, which will likely account for secondary 
ependencies on properties such as halo mass. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e construct a mock light-cone from the semi-analytic model L- 
ALAXIES , designed to closely match the observational constraints 
f a galaxy population derived from the UKIDSS UDS. We show
hat this mock light-cone o v erproduces lo w-mass passi ve galaxies
nd that this excess is robust to changes in the mock catalogue
onstruction process. 

In the context of a semi-analytic model, orphan galaxies are 
efined as those galaxies where the surrounding dark-matter halo 
an no longer be tracked. Typically the host halo has been stripped
MNRASL 532, L61–L66 (2024) 
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s the galaxy orbits within a larger galaxy cluster or group. In these
ases the galaxy itself may survive but its location is no longer known
ccurately. By isolating the orphan galaxy population we show that
he majority of the discrepancy seen in the stellar mass functions
cross our redshift range of 0.5 < z < 3.0 can be explained by an
mproper treatment of this population. We show that this result holds
egardless of the choice of the underlying simulation, the selection
ethod used to identify quiescent galaxies, or the version of L-

ALAXIES used. 
We argue that a more realistic treatment of orphan galaxies can

e obtained within semi-analytic models, such as L-GALAXIES , by
ot quenching their star formation as rapidly. Our suggestion is that
he central regions of these galaxies should retain an increased gas
eservoir, either directly via a larger supply of cold gas, or indirectly
y retaining a hot gas reservoir out to the virial radius for longer than
he current stripping prescription allows. By producing a toy model
mplementing this idea, we demonstrate a version of L-GALAXIES

hat shows a remarkable alignment with the observed passive galaxy
MFs across the entire studied redshift range out to z = 3. 
Within the complex and challenging environment of a galaxy

luster the e xtensiv e dark matter haloes of galaxies are naturally
tripped away and merged into the general halo of the cluster itself. In
uch an atmosphere some galaxies will lose their entire surrounding
ark matter en velope. W ithin a simulation a galaxy’s host dark matter
alo can disappear and be untraceable. What to do with the galaxy in
hese cases is an ongoing and well-known problem for semi-analytic
odellers and there have been a variety of solutions implemented.
his population exists in all semi-analytic models, even if it is
ometimes neglected. The low-mass end of the passive population is
articularly sensitive to this orphan population and alignment with
bservational results is much impro v ed if some ongoing residual star
ormation is allowed. 
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